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Abstract. Global environmental challenges lead to a rising importance of resource efficiency in industry. The strong environmental impact of manufacturing processes necessitates a significant reduction of the amount of employed resources. Therefore, the potential of production planning and control (PPC) systems is analyzed from a top-down and bottom-up perspective in terms of increasing the energy efficiency of manufacturing processes. A conceptual approach is developed to embed energy efficiency in a PPC-logic in order to link
managerial targets with machine tools located on the shop-floor.
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1

Motivation and purpose

Scarcity of resources and rising energy prices caused by an increasing primary energy demand started to change society and business values. Today, companies have to
tackle three essential challenges related to global environmental issues: (1) legislation
and governmental regulations, (2) consumer and public awareness, (3) resource and
energy prices and CO2-costs [1]. These challenges lead to an increasing importance of
resource efficiency and in particular energy efficiency in European manufacturing
industry. Manufacturing is directly connected to natural resources, since this sector is
responsible for about 33% of the primary energy use and for 38% of the CO2 emissions [2].
The efficient use of energy in manufacturing is seen as an effective approach to decrease the energy needs and the associated CO2 emissions [1]. Moreover, it is, and
will be even more in future, a central competitive factor, since resource efficiency is
gaining importance next to economic objectives. The challenge for manufacturing
companies is to tackle the assumed dichotomy between competitive and environmental friendly operations.
The significance of this field can be illustrated by looking at the German industry,
which accounts for around 46% of the country’s overall energy consumption [3].
Experts estimate that 10-15% of this amount is consumed by machine tools for machining operations [3]. Since 99% of the environmental impacts of machine tools are
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due to the consumption of electrical energy, the energy consumption is solely considered in this paper [4].
The Smart Manufacturing Consultation Group of the European Commission for
energy efficiency declares that “it is necessary to develop tools and relevant algorithms which will be able to take energy efficiency into account as a significant parameter of the process, and to calculate best energy performance results along with
other desired process results” [5]. Hence, the objective is to identify and analyze the
potential of production planning and control (PPC) systems, in order to increase the
energy efficiency in manufacturing processes.

2

Methodological approach

This paper is mainly based on qualitative research. A literature analysis is conducted
with a focus on energy efficiency in the manufacturing industry both from a managerial and a technical background. A “Top-down/Bottom-up” process is used as a hierarchical analysis, in order to assure a structured approach. As depicted in Figure 1,
this paper conceptually and methodologically systematizes existing concepts from
Energy Management Systems (EMS) as top-down perspective and from process chain
level respectively machine tools as bottom-up perspective. The process for achieving
energy efficiency in production systems is categorized in four steps: data collection,
data visualization, evaluation and improvement measures. The key elements for embedding energy efficiency in a PPC-logic are reviewed and allocated to four overlaying levels of analysis: data, model, system and logic.
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Fig. 1. Top-down and bottom-up analysis process
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Findings

This section presents the findings by identifying essential elements for increasing
energy efficiency in production systems as a combination of superior management
perspective and the technical entities within the process chain.

3.1

Bottom-Up Perspective: Process Chain

Manufacturing companies underestimate their potential to save energy and reduce
related costs. For example, studies have shown saving potential of 25-30% in production [6]. Due to this promising impact, the focus of the bottom-up perspective is mainly on ongoing research to improve the energy efficiency of machine tools as operating
elements of process chains.
Most machine tool suppliers and end users lack knowledge about time-dependent
energy demand during operation [7]. Significant improvement potential is expected
by enhancing transparency of energy consumption of machine tools and its components [6]. The measurement of machine tools with regard to energy used and material
consumed is seen as the first step in order to understand, characterize and improve
environmental impact and energy consumption of manufacturing processes [3] [8].
Energy demand of machine tools is primarily considered as an estimated value under either nominal or extreme conditions [11]. However, energy consumption is distinctly dynamic due to the temporal power demand throughout a machining process. It
significantly depends on the operating states, like e.g. turn-off, start-up, warm-up,
stand-by, processing or stopping [9] [10]. Furthermore, power demand while processing depends on several further factors, e.g. process design, selected machine tool,
machine dynamics and process parameters [11] [7]. Taking into account these characteristics, it is not sufficient to consider energy consumption on average, but to provide
time-dependent energy profiles for further evaluation. It is detected that the energy
demand of machine tools consists of the fixed power as base load, which sets the
process-time depending share of required energy for the machining of the work piece,
and the variable power, which depends on the process [9].
The metering and monitoring of energy consumption of single machinery is time
consuming and expensive. Furthermore, it is not feasible to measure energy demands
considering all potential influencing factors among all machines in a factory [11].
Therefore, it is intended to define standards for the measurement considering operating state, consumer and exemplary processes and to formalize the results in appropriate models supporting the case-specific quantification [9]. Thereby, it is at least possible to rate and evaluate the scale of the consumption ex-ante or ex-post. Upcoming
new sensor technologies within Information & Communication Technologies (ICT)
enable to perform in-process measurement, which will provide more accurate information about temporal energy demands [12]. Thereby, the energy-oriented evaluation
can be conducted continuously based on real-time data and decision makers can react
instantaneously by taking dynamic measures.
Furthermore, ongoing research activities are analyzing when and under which conditions components can be deactivated or at least reduced in non-productive situations. However, the optimization is limited to single machines. There is no technological approach pursued in machine tool industry to aim at a dynamic energetic optimum for the whole process chain.

3.2

Top-Down Perspective: Energy Management Systems

Up to now, solely one third of all companies have a systematic evaluation and optimizing approach for their energy consumption [6]. Mostly, they just have an overall
recording of data referring to their energy consumption, whereby they are not aware
of their specific energy use and loss within production [6]. Several tools and methods
are presently developed in this research area.
Monitoring and simulation are seen as essential elements of energy management
[1]. Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are developed to evaluate if changes in the
process for increasing energy efficiency have a verifiable benefit [13]. Their monitoring supports assessment of optimization potentials and visualization of benefits from
improvement measures. There exist various structural and explanatory indicators,
since the variety and complexity of industrial processes set different requirements [1].
The evaluation of energy costs, environmental impacts and technical performance
are of major importance in order to achieve a holistic image of the factory [14]. Different analytical techniques can be consulted for evaluating energy efficiency improvements in terms of economic impact, e.g. net present value method (NPV), the
method of annualized value, the method of internal rate of return or payback period.
However, it is difficult to quantify potential benefits in monetary terms for an economic evaluation [13].
Simulation can support to analyze the dynamic energy consumption behavior, operational data and interdependencies of machine tools and other technical equipment
involved. It can be used to provide an overview of the system’s performance on a
realistic base. Simulation tools enable decision making to assess the expected effects
of measures for improving the environmental performance both on process chain or
machine level [15] [16].
However, a comprehensive portfolio of measures is still missing. The range of energy efficiency measures is limited to static approaches such as replacement of components, acquisition of new machinery or installation of fixed equipment. Dynamic
approaches for reacting on short-term changes of the system’s energy state are missing or are not fully developed.
3.3

Synthetic link: Embedded energy efficiency in PPC

The above mentioned data and concepts from each perspective have to be utilized and
adjusted with regard to a multi-object approach. Bunse et al. proposed to extend the
scope of MES, ERP and simulation software to optimize processes throughout the
whole production in terms of energy efficiency [1]. In the following, an integral PPCconcept is outlined, since PPC can exploit existing configuration flexibility within
economic optimization of production systems for embedding also energy efficiency as
optimization criteria.
PPC will not solely be used as information source for the economic values for
monitoring of KPIs anymore. Therefore, the defined and monitored KPIs in EMS will
be split into operational variables. Prior PPC algorithms solely focused on direct economic and technical aspects. They have to be extended for environmental aspects. By

doing so, both energy-related costs and environmental footprint of the products can be
enhanced. The extended PPC-logic provides the organizational conditions for exploiting several characteristics and technological developments of machine tools for increasing energy efficiency as follows:
First, the above mentioned characteristic of the energy profiles of time-dependent
energy consumption consisting of fixed and variable power can be exploited. It is
possible to reduce energy consumption per part by enhancing the productivity of the
machine tool respectively the capacity utilization [8]. The resulting shorter production
time enables savings of fixed power of the machine’s base load. This saving is higher
than the additional consumption within the process-dependent variable power [17].
PPC-algorithms have to consider within machine scheduling that the material removal
rate (MRR) can be maximized in order to reduce the impact of fixed power share.
Furthermore, the machine tool consumes a fixed amount of energy during non-value
adding tasks (e.g. setting-up, handling) [18]. Those tasks have to be avoided as far as
possible or the time required needs to be reduced by energy-oriented process and
production planning, since the energy is wasted without adding value on the product.
Second, stand-by strategies for machine tools should be integrated in production
scheduling in order to reduce energy consumption within the remaining nonproductive times [7]. For example, to switch off a machine tool if stand-by time is
long enough [8]. PPC should use existing flexibility in machine schedule to stop,
postpone or bring forward different process steps for implementing such stand-by
strategies of machine tools. The Consultation Group of the European Commission
estimates the saving potential of the optimization of waiting/start-up times at 10-25%
[5]. However, the task of an appropriate PPC-algorithm is to evaluate if shut-down
and a start-up of a machine tool and its components is reasonable from the perspective
of the whole production system and underlying process chain, since several important
aspects have to be considered for the implementation of those strategies. For example,
specific time and energy demand (e.g. maximum instantaneous peak power requirement, total energy consumption for start-up) is required both for start-up and poweroff stage [11]. Therefore, non-productive times have to be distributed appropriately in
order to realize stand-by concepts [9]. Furthermore, intervals need to be long enough,
e.g. in order to ensure thermal stability of machine tools by sufficient lead times [9].
PPC has to determine the holistic optimum: On the one hand it has to examine total
energetic benefit including multiple machines, which might be affected by a redistribution of orders. On the other the PPC has to assess further organizational consequences, e.g. additional changeover time, operational readiness of the machine (since
the gained energy saving should not sacrifice the process stability) product quality or
machine tool availability [11] [9].
Third, Brecher et al. indicate that current control systems of machine tools should
be extended, e.g. by systems for forecasting load detecting and visualization [9].
Based on information derived from the above mentioned measurement of energy consumption on component level, abilities of machine’s path planning simulations can be
enhanced, since the cumulative energy consumption can be calculated by the iterative
summation of all individual cuts [7]. Those results should be linked with PPC so that

the technical potential of machine tools can be used by providing them conditions for
operating in their optimal range of efficiency.
To conclude, to equip PPC with advanced algorithms is a measure for achieving
energy efficiency performance on a high scale. Benefits will be as follows: PPC
works as leverage for EMS by putting findings from monitoring and simulation tasks
into action. It also is in an enabler to use effectively the potential of energy optimized
machine tools. PPC is a cost-effective instrument for using the given configuration of
machine tool infrastructure in regard to energy efficiency as best as possible. Besides,
it is a tool to detect the energy efficiency boundaries and to determine promising improvement potential at shop-floor level. Finally, it takes over the dynamic optimization in continuation of static improvement measures like investments in single components of machine tool or the new acquisition of whole machine tools with less energy consumption.

4

Limitations and practical implications

The elaborated concept is restricted to an outline for embedding energy efficiency in
the planning and control logic of a conventional PPC. The conducted analysis focuses
on creating the conceptual basis as well as the influencing factors and interconnected
elements for further research. The conceptual integration of environmental-oriented
optimization targets in existing PPC-algorithms will be conducted in a next step. The
principles will be transferred to other processes than machining, e.g. milling and turning. The final concept has to be tested and validated within a manufacturing company.
Due to the high significance of the energy consumption of machine tools, energy
consumption is solely considered in this concept [5]. After validating energy-oriented
PPC-logic variables should be supplemented by the consideration of other environmental factors, e.g. compressed air, coolant and lubricants.
The impact of the embedded energy efficiency PPC consists in achieving energy
efficiency in interconnected processes and in particular beyond individual entities.
This will result in a decrease of the environmental impact of the production site, saving of resources and reduction of costs: Total energy consumption will be reduced by
exploiting load characteristics of machine tools as useful potential and embed them in
the scheduling algorithms. Besides, production schedule can be aligned to advantageous time periods, e.g. when renewable energy is available or day-time dependent
prices for electricity are low [10]. Furthermore, PPC can distribute machining tasks so
that undesirable, high impact marginal energy peak loads can be avoided, which reduces energy costs and the environmental footprint of a production site [5]. A prospective, schematic application example for a scheduling approach considering peak
power demands is given in Figure 2.
Furthermore, the adapted PPC will improve Life-Cycle-Assessments (LCA) by
supporting the calculation and evaluation of the employed resources on individual
product and process level. The PPC will deliver detailed information to enhance
transparency and validity of product-specific environmental footprints.
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Fig. 2. Schematic example for scheduling considering peak power demands
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Conclusion

Existing conceptual elements from a top-down and bottom-up perspective are analyzed and systemized in regards to their contribution to embed energy efficiency in
PPC. The integration of energy efficiency criteria in PPC will enable to achieve an
economic and environmental performance optimum while fundamental technical and
organizational requirements are assured at once. As automated, integrated solution it
provides the ability of responsiveness of EMS by taking appropriate situationdepending, dynamic improvement measures. Hence, the value proposition of embedded energy efficiency in a PPC is the ability to link managerial targets with technical
entities on the shop-floor by balancing and combining organizational prerequisites
with technical capabilities.
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